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Dear Sir or Madam, 
 
REPRESENTATIONS ON BEHALF OF LEGAL & GENERAL  
 
ST ALBANS LOCAL PLAN 2020-2036 - REGULATION 19 CONSULTATION 
 
Introduction 
 
The following representations are submitted on behalf of Legal & General (L&G) in respect of their land interests 
at north west of Harpenden, which forms part of the ‘North West Harpenden Broad Location’ (‘The NWHBL’). 
 
L&G control the land to the north west of Cooters End Lane and are working collaboratively with Commercial 
Estates Group (CEG) who are promoting land south east of Cooters End Lane. Representatives from L&G and 
CEG presented jointly to the Evaluation Validation Panel on 24 May 2018, and both parties submitted 
representations to the Council’s St Albans Local Plan 2020-2036 Regulation 18 Consultation (February 2018) 
including a jointly produced site specific Vision Document and indicative masterplan. 
 
L&G are keen to work with St Albans City and District Council (SACDC) to support the plan making process 
and ensure the range of benefits set to arise from this development are realised through direct delivery via 
Legal & General Homes Communities, the housebuilding arm of the Legal & General Group. 
 
The North West Harpenden Broad Location 
 
The NWHBL represents an inherently sustainable development well integrated within approximately 1.2km of 
Harpenden town centre and adjacent to the existing settlement boundary. It is a unique opportunity in a location 
with access to a wide range of services, facilities and employment opportunities as well as sustainable transport 
options. Development here offers opportunities to support a shift towards sustainable travel alongside mitigating 
any impacts of the development on the transport network.  
 
It is also considered to represent an exciting opportunity to deliver a high quality, integrated and inclusive new 
community which respects its landscape setting, provides new homes to meet the varied needs of the 
community, includes education and open space facilities, and offers routes to encourage walking, cycling and 
the use of public transport. 
 
Representations 
 
Overall, L&G welcomes the direction of the emerging Local Plan and considers that this emerging document 
represents a positive step for planning in St Albans. In particular L&G strongly supports the identification of 
North West Harpenden as a Broad Location for a housing led development for early delivery in the plan period, 
based on its ability to promote and deliver homes in a sustainable location, as well as community provision and 
wider benefits. 
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Subsequent to the presentation to the Evaluation Validation Panel on 24 May 2018, L&G and CEG completed 
a proforma confirming to SADC the details of our proposals, including the ability to meet emerging Local Plan 
policy requirements. Our observations and comments are provided within this context, which include the 
identification of some areas of the emerging Plan that we suggest should be amended to ensure that the 
emerging Plan is found sound at Examination. 
 
Our specific responses to each policy are set out on the enclosed representations response forms and cover 
the following matters:  
 

• Paragraph 1.9 / Evidence Base. 
• S1 – Spatial Strategy and Settlement hierarchy. 
• S2 – Development.  
• S3 – Green Belt.  
• S4 - Housing Strategy and Housing Requirement/Target.  
• S6 - Broad Locations for Development.  
• S6 viii) - North West Harpenden.  
• L1 - Housing Size, Type, Mix and Density. 
• L3 – Provision of and financial contributions to affordable housing. 
• L17 – Infrastructure.  
• L18 – Transport Strategy.  
• L19 – Highways/Access considerations for new development.  
• L20 – New development parking standards and guidance.  
• L21 – Education.  
• L23 – Urban design and layout of new development. 
• L30 – Historic Environment. 

 
We would also add, in general, that throughout the Draft Local Plan there is a need to distinguish between each 
policy and its reasoned justification through appropriate formatting and wording.  

 
L&G also notes that some background evidence documents have not yet been published, and it might be that 
we will have further representations once these documents become available. However, it is clear from the 
discussions at Planning Policy Committee meetings that work is underway and that these documents will be 
published prior to the submission of the emerging Plan. L&G appreciates that the Council is working to get an 
up-to-date plan in place as soon as possible and agrees that it is important that this is achieved, given the age 
of the existing development plan and the scale of need in the area. 
 
We would welcome the opportunity to continue the process of engagement with the Council and to appear at 
the Examination to inform the Inspector’s consideration of the plan. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Andrew Fido 
Associate Director 
 
cc:  Sophie Groves/Lauren Aitchison, LGC 
Enc:  Completed representation forms 

Land at NW Harpenden: Transport Position Statement’ (25 September 2017)  
North West Harpenden Vision Document (February 2018) 
Presentation to SADC Evaluation Panel (May 2018) 
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OUR SHARED VISION
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NORTH WEST HARPENDEN

To work with the Council, stakeholders and local 

residents to plan and deliver a high quality, integrated 

and inclusive new community in a sustainable 

location in Harpenden which respects its landscape 

setting, provides new homes to meet the varied 

needs of the community, includes education and 

open space facilities, and offers routes to encourage 

walking, cycling and the use of public transport.



ILLUSTRATIVE MASTERPLAN

545 homes in a range of 
types and sizes including 
mansion block apartments, 
terraces of two and three 
bed houses and some larger 
detached dwellings. 

Green corridors and streets 
linking key gateways and the 
proposed new primary school.

Traffic calming by street  
pattern design.

Amenity areas for  
community use.

Open spaces and lower density 
edges  to create transition to  
the countryside.

2.5ha primary school site.
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NORTH WEST HARPENDEN
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BENEFITS
Mix of new homes to meet  
local needs. 

40% affordable homes,  
including for key workers.

High quality design and 
sustainable construction.

Strong green infrastructure network,  
including existing features, open spaces, 
boundary and woodland planting.

2.5ha site and support for provision of  
new primary school places.

Sports pitches for school and  
community use.

Open space, orchard and allotments.

Contribution to a community building  
or service hub.

Contributions to public 
transport improvements.

Contributions to highway improvements  
at “Ancient Briton”, Luton Road/Park Hill,  
and other local junctions.

Enhanced cycle and pedestrian  
routes to key local destinations.

Improved access to the  
surrounding countryside. 



NORTH WEST HARPENDEN

INDICATIVE VIEW OF CENTRAL GREEN
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PLACEMAKING
1. High quality design, which respects 

landscape and heritage assets and 
reflects the character of Harpenden.

2. Landscaped green corridor on Luton 
Road, with new homes set behind 
existing trees.

3. Varied and multifunctional open  
spaces as part of a strong green 
infrastructure network.

4. Retention and enhancement  
of existing hedgerows, mature  
trees and woodland.

5. Sustainable drainage with basins 
providing landscaping, amenity,  
and ecological benefits.
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3.0    MASTERPLAN 
3.1 This section of the representation sets out the masterplan for the site which takes account of 

the various technical and environmental investigations which have been undertaken for the 
site outlined in section three. The masterplan illustrates possible design approaches to 
developing the sites. 

Education brief 

3.2 Policy Broad Location Policy S6ix) requires the provision of, 

“9. A site for and appropriate contributions towards an 8FE secondary and 2FE primary all 
through school, including early years provision” 

3.3 Discussions with Hertfordshire County Council Children’s Services has resulted in the 
following brief: 

• The provision of a land allocation for education facilities to meet potential education 
needs of London Colney (existing and future residents) is supported by Hertfordshire 
County Council   

• An all through school would not create a flexible approach to the future planning of 
education for London Colney and as such it is proposed that two adjacent sites be identified 
within the masterplan – one for a 6-8FE secondary school and one for a 2FE primary school 
to enable a phased approach to meeting education needs since the primary school could 
be required to come forward for development in advance of a secondary school 

• A 6-8FE secondary school site would require a minimum site area of 12ha to meet 
BB103 standards to include additional contingency area to allow for abnormal site 
conditions at the point of preparing and submitting a planning application (this site area has 
been utlilised in local plan preparation elsewhere in Hertfordshire), and the 12ha should 
comprise a building zone of 4ha (including car parking hard surfaces, hard play areas) and 
8ha playing fields (grassed)  

• A 2FE primary school site would require a minimum site area of 2ha to allow for 
abnormal site conditions at the point of preparing and submitting a planning application 
(this site area has been utlilised in local plan preparation and new primary school planning 
elsewhere in Hertfordshire) 

 

Adult care services brief 

3.4 Policy Broad Location Policy S6ix) requires the provision of, 

“3. The 440 dwelling figure above includes one 50+ home Flexi-care scheme and 10 units to 
provide special needs accommodation, in accordance with Policy L2” 

3.5 Discussions with Hertfordshire County Council Adult Care Services has resulted in the 
following brief for the preparation of the masterplan: 

• The provision of a land allocation to meet the potential care needs for older people 
(extra care housing) and people with disabilities (special needs housing) is supported by 
Hertfordshire County Council 

• The provision of a flexi-care scheme (50 units) and 12 units for special needs 
accommodation (for people with either learning, physical or mental health difficulties) is 
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supported by Hertfordshire County Council (3 x 4 special needs dwellings being more 
appropriate for management than 10 units) 

• Detailed specifications for the land use requirements for extra care housing schemes 
have not yet been developed by Hertfordshire County Council and at this preliminary stage 
of master planning it is reasonable to utlilise site areas based on experience elsewhere 

• A site area for the extra care housing requirement has been developed through site 
area analysis of Park Side View, Chiltern Road St Albans (35 flat extra care housing 
scheme built in 2012 and managed by North Hertfordshire Homes); the estimated site area 
requirement for a 50 flat extra care housing scheme on the BL site would be approximately 
0.64ha (which could accommodate lightly more extra care dwellings if this was required by 
ACS at the point of detailed master plan or a planning application  

• Special needs housing would need to be pepper potted throughout the development in 
groups of 4 dwellings and therefore 12 dwellings are proposed 

 

Design Principles 

3.6 The following design principles have been incorporated into the preparation of the masterplan: 

• Creating an attractive, high quality development which is well integrated into its 
surroundings with variable density levels to accommodate a minimum 440 dwellings, extra 
care housing and special needs accommodation within the housing allocation 

• Retaining existing trees, hedgerows and other landscape features where possible and 
the group of pine trees fronting Shenley Lane and the hedgerow running north/south 
through the site that is part of the Registered Park and Garden designation 

• Creating a legible layout which maximises the opportunities for linkages to the 
surrounding areas to maximise the opportunities for integration with existing communities 
with pedestrian, foot/cycleway networks maximizing the opportunity for sustainable 
transport 

• Ensuring a satisfactory relationship to adjoining properties both to the north and to the 
east of the BL allocation 

• Retention of important vistas from Napsbury Park through to Shenley Lane, land to the 
south and beyond 

• Proposing new landscaping and a new Country Park to avoid harsh edges to the 
proposed development and to create a defensible Green Belt boundary to the south of the 
development 

• Creating an education campus which will enable the provision of a 2FE primary school 
and 8FE secondary school in accordance with BB103 standards and in accordance with 
CS brief  

• Providing a site for extra care housing  

 

 Design features 

3.7 The masterplan 5241/504/A illustrates a proposal which meets the requirements of Policy 
Broad Location Policy S6ix). 
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3.8 The masterplan illustrates the following design features: 

• Retention of existing farm track running north- south creating footpath/cycleway through 
site to ensure retention of connection to bridleway running along southern site boundary 
and to Napsbury Park and to retain an essential part of the Historic Park and Garden 
designation 

• Perimeter informal woodland structural planting (including some evergreen planting) in 
groups around all site boundaries to ensure filtered views of built development  

• Tree planting along the western boundary of the school building zone together with tree 
planting to the west which will frame, protect and enhance the views out to Shenley Hospital 
which are to be respected and protected as part of the setting of the Conservation Area 
and Registered Park and Garden 

• Structural green corridors with formal planting running east-west through the 
development providing footpath/cycleway network linking all areas of the development to 
Shenley Lane and links to the north-south footpath/cycleway and to the east-west bridleway 
along the southern site boundary. 

• Smaller green corridors with formal planting (10m in width) running along all the road 
corridors through the site framing and reducing the impact of the roads through the 
development 

• Open space on northern site boundary at junction of vistas to break the line of 
development along the northern boundary  

• Retention of existing hedges running along Shenley Lane (eastern site boundary); north 
south along existing farm track/footpath and east west in the north western corner of the 
site 

• Roundabout from Shenley Lane serving an appropriate class of access to the 
development which is positioned midway between Telford Road (to the north) and 
Walsingham Way (to the south) 

• Internal roundabout to serve larger parcels of residential development 

• Residential development will be orientated towards the public realm and focused on 
landscaped areas and the supervision of public footpaths and cycleways 

• Residential density areas establishing those parts of the site that can be developed at 
a higher density (where landscape impact is less sensitive) and those parts of the site that 
need to be developed at a lower density (where landscape impact is more sensitive) 

• Larger built forms (extra care housing and secondary school) closer to the existing 
larger buildings of Napsbury Hospital 

• Smaller built forms (primary school) closer to the urban edge and country park to reduce 
impact on the landscape 

• Integration of Sustainable Urban Drainage systems and the provision of a balancing 
pond to the south to provide surface water attenuation (swales and other measures can be 
introduced at the detailed design stage) 

 

Residential development 

3.9 The masterplan (5341/504/A)  illustrates a development comprising: 

• High density residential development area (175 dwellings) 
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• Medium density residential development area (193 dwellings) 

• Low density residential development area (32 dwellings) 

• Extra care housing (50 dwellings) 

3.10 The overall housing allocation (based on the masterplan as shown) can accommodate 450 
dwellings. Special needs housing (12 units) would be accommodated in groups of four units 
(throughout the development). The exact location of the special needs housing would be 
determined at the detailed planning application stage depending on the dwelling typology. 

3.11 Overall it is concluded that the housing allocation (440 dwellings) can be delivered if the 
masterplan density approaches are adopted.  

3.12 Structural landscaping along all the site boundaries should be established during the 
construction of the early phases of development to reduce the visual impact of the second 
phase and to protect the residential amenity of adjoining residential development. 

Education and community facilities 

3.13 The masterplan illustrates the provision of: 

• Land for a 8FE secondary school (building zone 4.65ha and playing fields 9.18ha) with 
the secondary school allocation being located in the proposed education zone with the total 
area of 13.83ha (due to site configuration) which is acceptably just over the 12ha threshold 
used for local plan allocations  

• Land for a 2FE primary school (building zone 1.30ha and playing fields 0.78ha) which 
is 2.08ha (due to site configuration) which is acceptably just over the 2ha threshold used 
for local plan allocations  

• Community playing fields (2.53ha) located adjacent to Shenley Lane to enable access 
for all residents (including existing London Colney residents) 

• Children’s play areas (which would be overlooked by the extra care scheme and 
residential development to the south)  

Napsbury Country Park, open spaces and woodland 

3.14 The BL site offers the opportunity to create a new riverside country park along the River Colne 
corridor on land owned by the County Council which could provide: 

• Improvements to existing rights of way, signing, crossings and stiles to provide linkages 
to the London Colney Nature reserve and car park to the east of Shenley Lane 

• Riverside open space, wildflower meadows, scattered trees and mown grass paths on 
land adjoining the River 

•  The addition of new woodlands as part of the community forest to create a more 
defensible Green Belt boundary to the west of the development and to create informal 
recreation opportunities to the south of the bridleway 

3.15 This Country Park would provide the opportunity for increased accessibility for both informal 
and formal recreation whilst providing a strong and defensible green belt boundary as well as 
respecting and enhancing the setting of the Napsbury Park Conservation Area, Registered 
Park and Garden. 
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4.0   SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
4.1 Land west of London Colney has been identified as a Broad Location (BL) for development in 

the St Albans City and District Draft Local Plan for Publication (Regulation 19 stage).  

4.2 The majority (aside of some private dwellings) of the BL site allocated land is in the ownership 
of Hertfordshire County Council.  

4.3 A number of technical and environmental studies were commissioned to support the 
preparation of a preliminary masterplan to test deliverability and developability of the land 
allocation: 

• Archaeological desk-based Assessment     

• Air Quality Assessment     

• Preliminary Ecological Assessment  

• Flood Risk Statement 

• Heritage Assessment  

• Landscape and Visual Assessment  

• Noise and Vibration Assessment  

• Transport Appraisal  

• Services Investigation Report  

4.4 The technical and environmental studies conclude that there are no significant impediments to 
development. The studies did identify site constraints which have been considered in the 
preparation of the preliminary masterplan for the site. 

4.5 The preliminary masterplan indicates the 450 dwellings can be accommodated (with variable 
density levels) within the housing allocation (including 12 special needs dwellings and 50 extra 
care housing dwellings). It has been demonstrated that the area identified in the Publication 
Draft Plan is of sufficient size to accommodate the number of dwellings identified in the policy 
with no boundary amendments required.  

4.6 The preliminary masterplan indicates that a site can be identified for an 8FE secondary school 
and a 2FE primary school. It has been demonstrated that the area identified in the Publication 
Draft Plan is of sufficient size to accommodate the required site areas for the educational uses 
with no boundary amendments required.  

4.7 The preliminary masterplan indicates that open spaces and woodland can be accommodated 
within the BL areas retained in the Green Belt with a potential extension to the existing 
woodland in the north-west corner of the BL land allocation with no boundary amendments 
required. 

4.8 In order to accommodate the community playing fields (if these were to be accessible to 
existing London Colney residents as well as new residents) and a country park it is likely that 
the boundary of the land allocation needs to be extended to the south to include the areas 
identified on the masterplan.  

4.9 It is concluded that, subject to detailed design, the uses listed in the Broad Location Policy 
S6ix) can be accommodated within the proposed allocation with no serious impediments to 
development. It is recommended that the southern site boundary is extended to accommodate 
the country park and community playing fields as proposed on the masterplan. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

This  document sets out the design principles supporting the 
proposed framework masterplan for the land to the west of  Chiswell 
Green, St Albans (Policy S6x).

The document includes a contextual analysis of Chiswell Green that 
demonstrates the sustainable credentials of the Site’s location close 
to the heart of the settlement. This is followed by an analysis of the 
opportunities and constraints afforded by the Site itself, followed by 

a concept for the layout and an illustrative framework masterplan.  

Finally, a montage of architectural and landscape precedents gives 
an indication of the high quality approach to the design that is 
envisaged in order to make best possible use of the opportunities 
presented by the site.

Existing settlement boundary.
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2 A SUSTAINABLE LOCATION

The  diagram opposite shows the Site’s close relationship to the 
heart of Chiswell Green. Facilities include a Post Office, convenience, 
other retail and food outlets, a public house and bus routes.

Whilst the land is designated as Green Belt it takes the form of a well-
defined parcel that sits between existing residential development 
and land that is  currently occupied by the recently closed  “Butterfly 
World”, the Gardens of the Rose, and St Albans Polo Club. St Albans 
city centre is approximately 3km to the north of the site. 

Chiswell Green
St Albans
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Site Context Plan. Not to Scale. 
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3 SITE OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS

The site itself is well-defined by field boundaries that would be 
retained and enhanced in any future development. Existing planting 
within the site can also be retained and enhanced as part of a 
generous landscape strategy. Within the gently rolling landscape,  
a comprehensive Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment has 
identified areas suitable for 2 to 2.5 storey development and 2.5 to 
3 storey development as shown. 

Potential vehicular access points are also shown with potential  
access points from Chiswell Green Lane, Long Fallow and Forge End.

The Site’s proximity to centre of Chiswell Green renders the 
north-west corner particularly suited to a community function. 
Opportunity for a serviced site for a new primary school is available 
and will be delivered subject to the requirements of the education 
authority. 
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Constraints & Opportunities Plan.  Not to scale. 
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4 DESIGN CONCEPT

The Design Concept opposite has emerged from the analysis on 
the preceding  pages of this document. It shows a development 
that is fronted by a serviced site for a potential new primary school 
site, with residential areas identified as a set of parcels defined 
by retained and enhanced hedgerows that act as a linking green 
network through the site. Larger parcels are provided with their 
own neighbourhood open spaces in addition to the wider network.

Access points at Chiswell Green Lane, Long Fallow and Forge End 
are utilised.
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Concept Diagram.
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5 FRAMEWORK PLAN

The Framework  Plan gives an illustrative vision of how the Design Concept 

could be realised. The green network and public open spaces provide a range 

of recreational and amenity spaces along with enhanced habitat that do not 

rely on private woodland. A proposed ecological link bisects the site using 

existing woodland & proposed enhanced planting. Surface water management 

is incorporated into the landscape structure through a network of infiltration 

basins.

Development is envisaged as a range of terraced homes with garden area 

contained to the rear, plus some detached and semi-detached dwellings and 

clusters of apartments. This represents an efficient use of land whilst respecting 

the semi-rural character of Chiswell Green. It is proposed to be realised with 

innovative and bespoke architectural solutions. Development will take the 

form of perimeter blocks with rear gardens facing onto one another.  The 

architectural language would be designed to harmonise with the appearance 

of the  adjacent local neighbourhoods.

The total proposed site allocation measures 14.66 ha. Within this, 8.40 ha 

comprises the net residential area that would have a density of  44.0 dwellings 

per hectare. The serviced site for the Primary School occupies 2 ha, including 

an associated playing field, in accordance with Department of Education 

standards. Areas of open space amounting to 4.26 ha make up the remainder 

of the proposed allocation. 

In  addition to general housing needs, a serviced site for a Primary School has 

been reserved adjacent to Chiswell Green Lane. The playing field for this will 

provide an attractive entrance to the development as well as a green buffer to 

the street scene. A non residential facility is proposed adjacent to the school, 

and key worker housing is proposed at key strategic points throughout the site. 

Overall the layout is characterised by a high degree of pedestrian permeability 

between the proposed development and the existing community, opening up 

connections along green routes from Chiswell Green Lane, Long Fallow and 

Forge End. We have also suggested the possibility of a pedestrian or vehicular 

connection to the “Butterfly World” and “The Gardens of the Rose” sites, subject 

to a suitable access agreement with the neighbouring private landowners. 
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Note: Housing mix has been devised to reflect Appendix 6 of the St Albans City and 
District Local Plan 2020-2036 Publication Draft (2018)

Tenure 1 Bed 2 Bed 3 Bed 4+ Bed Total

Affordable Rent 6 (14%) 10 (22%) 25 (57%) 3 (7%) 44

Social Rent 6 (14%) 10 (22%) 25 (57%) 3 (7%) 44

Subsidised Home    
Ownership

8 (14%) 13 (22%) 33 (57%) 4 (7%) 58

Market Housing 31 (14%) 48 (22%) 125 (57%) 15 (7%)
219 (inc. 7 (3%) self-build 
homes)

All sectors 51 (14%) 80 (22%) 208 (57%) 26 (7%) 365 
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Appendix 92: Green Infrastructure Extract of Park Street Garden Village 

Landowner/Developer Representations Regulation 19 Consultation (October 2018) 
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3.0    HIGH LEVEL MASTERPLAN 
3.1 This section of the representation sets out the high-level masterplan presented to SADC in 

May 2018. The masterplan illustrates possible design approaches to developing the site. 

Design Parameters 

3.2 The Former Radlett Aerodrome site has not been subject of any significant previous 
masterplan preparation by HCC (although layouts were prepared in draft by housebuilders 
and sent to SADC in 2016). HCC has recently been advised that Taylor Wimpey (TW) has 
produced a Garden Village masterplan for the site.  It is not known whether the recent TW 
masterplan has been informed by technical or environmental studies accompanied those 
plans.   

3.3 To inform the preparation of this high-level masterplan the Strategic Rail Freight Terminal 
(SRFT) planning application has been used to:  

• Identify development limits of the garden village (given that this developable area has 
been the subject of an EIA) 

• Position the SRFT by-pass which has been retained at this stage but to be informed by 
further highway capacity appraisal 

• Position the access to the development onto the A414 which has been retained at this 
stage but to be informed by further access appraisal 

• Position the access to the development onto the A5183 which has been retained at this 
stage but to be informed by further access appraisal 

• Retain the Country Park proposals as far as possible in keeping with the SRFT 
proposals 

3.4 It is acknowledged that these parameters require land outside HCC control in the ownership of 
the Gorehambury Estate. Technical work on the access arrangements (to either the A414 or 
A5183) would need to be undertaken to inform the masterplan preparation process and to 
define the level of development that could be served by one or both of the access points.  This 
work will take some months to complete.  

3.5 HCC have cited the following site area requirements for secondary and primary schools: 

• Secondary School: minimum 12ha to provide for a BB103 (area guidelines for 
mainstream schools) compliant school and to allow for any abnormals that might emerge 
following technical and environmental investigations during a detailed site and building 
design 

• Primary School: minimum 2.0ha to provide for a BB103 (area guidelines for mainstream 
schools) compliant school and to allow for any abnormals that might emerge following 
technical and environmental investigations during a detailed site and building design 

3.6 Similarly, the secondary and primary education uses therefore require a total area of 14ha 
which might be reduced depending on abnormals or the delivery of an all through school, but it 
should not be assumed at the local plan preparation stage that areas can be significantly 
reduced. 
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High level masterplan 

3.7 The high-level masterplan (Plan 5241/602) for the Former Radlett Aerodrome proposes: 

• Residential development in 6 parcels providing 1530 units at 30dph and 2040 units at 
40dph which exceeds the minimum 500 dwelling requirement for strategic scale sites and 
enables flexibility in density levels  

• Development form reflecting the orientation of the former aerodrome runway pattern to 
provide a continuous historic reference and Garden City planning principles (green link 
running through the development formed by tree lined boulevard referencing Parkway 
(Welwyn Garden City), and a central green core with water feature referencing Kennedy 
Gardens (Letchworth) 

• Landscaped entrance to the south to improve environmental conditions and providing 
a woodland setting adjacent to existing residential development along Park Street 

• Vehicular access to the site from North Orbital (point fixed by previous SRFT 
appraisals) linked to a by-pass around the development (which may or may not be required 
depending on further technical work) and through routes into the development for the 
Garden Village traffic 

• Country Park on land to the north-west of the site (replicating SFRT Country Park) and 
creating a permeable pedestrian/cycle link through to Park Street (which would need to be 
improved) and to the north and north-east linking to a retained Wrights Farm (Community 
Food Zone)  

• Segregation of pedestrian and vehicular traffic flows and the retention of existing rights 
of way and informal footpaths with potential pedestrian links to the Land west of London 
Colney (north and south of Napsbury) development 

• New woodland planting in the Country Park, extensions to the existing native woodland 
and new formal planting patterns to way mark streets and pedestrian links replicating 
existing way marking and creating new rights of way networks to the north, east, west and 
south 

• Village centre (mixed use retail/community and residential) which is located close to 
northern entrance to the development and adjoins park and ride/rail to encourage passing 
trade as well as meeting the needs of the development (concentrates traffic flows 
associated with this use close to the A414 whilst still being accessible to residential areas) 

• Potential new station on the Midland Mainline (former station location) and car park for 
station use only (further technical work required on need and viability particularly given 
enhanced links to Park Street (Abbey Line) station 

• Potential site area for secondary school located in the heart of the residential 
development (13ha) but substitution of RA2 could lead to a loss of 520 dwellings (with a 
new secondary school on land west of London Colney there may not be a requirement for 
a second secondary school on land at Park Street Garden Village if sustainable transport 
links (cycling/walking) can be established under the Midland Mainline Railway to create 
good accessibility 

• Primary school (3ha) enough for 2fe site which could possibly be extended to create 
3fe primary school (area adjustments to RA2)  
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Compliance with proposed policy 

3.8 The high-level masterplan complies with the proposed land allocation as follows noting that 
some matters will need to be dealt with at the preliminary masterplan stage informed by 
additional technical and environmental studies: 

 

Table One: Proposed policy compliance 

 Minimum capacity 2,300 dwellings  High level masterplan response: 1530-
2040 units which is currently below the 
target for the site but could be increased 
with density approaches to existing 
parcels, by stretching the definition of 
parcels and by a mixed-use approach to 
the village centre 

The 2,300 dwelling figure above 
includes one 50+ bed C2 Residential 
or Nursing care home, at least one 50+ 
home Flexi-care scheme and 20 units 
to provide special needs 
accommodation, in accordance with 
Policy L2 

High level masterplan response: 1530-
2040 units can include at least one 50+ 
bed C2 Residential or nursing care 
home and at least one 50+ C3 Flexi-
care scheme 

These uses can be identified at the 
preliminary masterplan stage. 

Minimum 40% Affordable Housing in 
accordance with Policy L3 

HCC would ensure compliance at any 
detailed planning application stage 
Phasing and design  

Minimum overall net density 40 
dwellings per hectare 

Preliminary masterplan stage 
 Phasing and design at planning 
application stage. 

 
Housing size, type and mix as set out 
in Policy L1 and Appendix 6 

HCC would ensure compliance at any 
detailed planning application stage 
Phasing and design 

Strategic and local open space, 
including managed woodland and 
ecological network links 

High level masterplan response: new 
country park is proposed and woodland 
areas along site boundaries with links 
to Country Park areas to the east of the 
site (under pass the railway) and north 
of the site into existing rights of way 
networks 

Countryside access links including off 
road paths (rights of way) and links to 
a community food zone retained in the 
Green Belt 

High level masterplan response: 
development links directly into off road 
paths and links to the community food 
zone (Hedges Farm) which is proposed 
for retention 

A substantial new Country Park 
providing facilities for new and existing 
communities 

High level masterplan response: this is 
proposed (northwest of the site) as part 
of the development 

Retention of important trees and 
landscape features 

High level masterplan response: trees 
on site boundaries are proposed for 
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retention and enhancement – further 
work will be required at later stages to 
determine the impact on other 
landscape features in more central 
areas of the site  

One 3FE and one 2FE primary 
schools, including early years 
provision to serve the new community 

High level masterplan response: primary 
school site (3ha) has been identified 
which could be extended to provide 3fe 
but a second primary school site has not 
yet been identified and further work will 
be required at the preliminary 
masterplan stage 

An 8FE secondary school to serve 
new and existing communities 

High level masterplan response: 
secondary school site has currently 
been identified at the expense of 
residential development parcel RA2 
leading to a loss of 520 dwellings but 
further work at the detailed feasibility 
stage could address this requirement 
more fully and there maybe the option of 
creating provision at Land west of 
London Colney to serve both Broad 
Locations. 

Transport Network (including walking 
and cycling links) and public transport 
services upgrade/improvements, 
including a local bypass route for Park 
Street and improvements to the A414 
as a strategic route for the wider area 

High level masterplan response: 
segregated walking and cycling links 
have been created through the 
development and linked to adjoining 
existing rights of way and informal 
footpaths and into adjoining land  

New park and rail facility on the Abbey 
Railway line south of the A414 

Preliminary masterplan stage – major 
transport infrastructure study required 
to assess potential 

15-20-minute peak period service on 
the Abbey railway line from date of first 
occupation. This will likely require a 
new passing loop on the Abbey 
Railway line, either on site or delivered 
elsewhere 

Preliminary masterplan stage – major 
transport infrastructure study to assess 
potential 

3% of homes provided to be self-build 
housing 

Detailed planning application stage: 
Phasing and design 

New neighbourhood and local centres, 
including commercial development 
opportunities 

Detailed planning application stage: 
Phasing and design 

Recreation space and other 
community facilities, including health 
provision 

High level masterplan response: village 
centre shown on masterplan which can 
include all these uses 

3% homes to be self-build housing Deed planning application stage: 
Phasing and design 
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Community Management Organisation 
with sufficient assets to provide 
sustainable management of 
community facilities, open spaces and 
parklands 

Detailed planning application stage: 
S106 agreement 

 Excellence in design, energy 
efficiency and water management 

     Detailed planning application stage: 
Phasing and design 

Appropriate renewable energy 
production and supply mechanisms 

Detailed planning application stage: 
Phasing and design  

Two 15 pitch Gypsy and Traveller sites Preliminary masterplan stage 

Full exploration of possibilities for 
direct services to Euston via Watford 
and/or links to a future Metropolitan 
Line extension in Watford 

Preliminary masterplan stage 

Full exploration of possibilities for an 
Abbey Line stop or active travel 
routes/measures serving the BRE 

Preliminary masterplan stage 

Full exploration of possibilities for an 
additional station on the Midland 
Mainline  

Preliminary masterplan stage 
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4.0   SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
4.1 The Former Radlett Aerodrome site has been identified as a Broad Location (BL) site for 

development in the St Albans City and District Draft Local Plan for Publication (Regulation 19 
Stage).  

4.2 The majority of the BL site allocates land which is in the ownership of Hertfordshire County 
Council.  

4.3 The BL site is currently the subject of a planning permission for a Strategic Rail Freight 
Terminal (SRFT) which was granted outline planning consent in July 2014. Subsequent 
reserved matters applications were granted planning consent in May 2018.  

4.4 Following a request from SADC, HCC commissioned the preparation of a High-Level 
masterplan, for the BL allocation, informed by the development parameters from the SRFT 
application. This masterplan is submitted as part of this representation. Further technical and 
environmental studies will be required to develop a preliminary masterplan which will confirm 
that all the requirements in Policy S6xi can be addressed. Consequently, the enclosed high-
level masterplan could significantly change.  

4.5 Further technical and environmental studies would be required to verify and develop the 
masterplan to ensure the policy is deliverable and developable.  

4.6 It is recommended that the work required to support a preliminary masterplan should be 
undertaken if the SRFT planning consent is, for whatever reason, not implemented.  
 






